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Presenter
Presentation Notes
I’m here today to tell you about how we at NCDC are preparing to generate a data product we call the VIIRS Climate Raw Data Record.  This product will be produced operationally and made available to the public from NCDC. The main focus of this talk is to describe the contents of the VIIRS Climate Raw Data Record, or C-RDR for short.
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What is a Climate Raw Data 
Record? 

• A C-RDR is an intermediate step between a 
Raw Data Record and a Sensor Data Record 

• Raw measurements collected into time series 
variables, accompanied by the coefficients 
and tables needed to convert them to science 
units and calibrate them (NOAA Level 1b) 

• Needed for long-term scientific data 
stewardship and climate science processing 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So, what is a C-RDR?  A C-RDR is an intermediate step between a Raw Data Record (or RDR) and a Sensor Data Record (or SDR).  NPP RDR files are composed of CCSDS packets with a table of contents header, and SDR files contain measurements extracted from RDRs that have been converted to science units and calibrated.  A C-RDR file contains all of the raw measurements contained within a science RDR file collected into time series.  The processing coefficients and LUTS from instrument-specific auxiliary files that are needed to convert the measurements to science units and calibrate them accompany the raw measurements, but they are not applied.  This corresponds to the NOAA definition of a Level 1b data set.  The motivation for developing NPP C-RDRs is to have data sets that are suited for climate science processing, such as producing Climate Data Records. CDR production often requires repeated reprocessing of data even decades after a satellite mission is over.  It’s important to have the raw measurements available for reprocessing, so that conversions and calibrations don’t have to be undone first.  VIIRS C-RDR files simplify the task of accessing the raw measurements both now and years down the road.
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C-RDR Features 
• Standards-based Platform Independence 

– netCDF-4 
– Measurements, Processing Coefficients, and LUTs 

stored as variables (no binary blobs) 
• Robust Metadata 

– Each variable annotated with information extracted 
from the NPP CDFCB-X and MDFCB. 

– Climate and Forecast Conventions (CF) 
– Attribute Convention for Dataset Discovery (ACDD) 
– Includes relevant NPP file-level metadata 

• Software developed using the JPSS Application 
Development Library (ADL) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To help make sure the VIIRS C-RDR can be widely used and easily understood years down the road, we are building it using the platform-independent, binary netCDF-4 file format.  Each raw measurement, PC value, and LUT value is stored as a separate variable, so that there are no C structs required for access.  (No binary blobs.)  Compressed raw measurements (such as VIIRS images) are decompressed and stored as image arrays, so no specialized software is needed to access them either.Each C-RDR file includes a robust set of metadata elements.  Each variable is annotated with information extracted from the CDFCB-X and MDFCB.  Each C-RDR file conforms, to the extent applicable, to the netCDF Climate and Forecast Metadata Conventions and Unidata Attribute Convention for Dataset Discovery, and contains NPP-specific granule and file level metadata elements.  The software to create the VIIRS C-RDR has been developed using the JPSS Application Development Library (ADL).  ADL provides us with the data structures and algorithms needed to extract RDR and auxiliary file contents and store them in C-RDR files.
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C-RDR Components 

• One C-RDR contains two types of files: 
– Data files (contain raw data from RDRs) 
– Support Data (SD) files (contain PCs and LUTS) 

• Storing the data and support data in separate 
files avoids “instant-obsolescence” problems 

• Each SD file is stamped with algorithm version 
and effectivity date metadata 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
One C-RDR data set is actually composed of two types of files – data files and support data files.  The data files contain the raw measurements from RDRs, and the support data files contain PCs and LUTs extracted from instrument-specific auxiliary files.  We decided to store the PCs and LUTs in separate files because there is a many-to-one relationship between the support data and the data.  Algorithm versions and effectivity date ranges for the support data can both change, and changes can be applicable retroactively, so storing the support data in the same file as the raw measurements becomes problematic.  The algorithm version and effectivity date metadata on the support data files can be used to determine which support data file is appropriate to use with a given C-RDR Data file.
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VIIRS C-RDR Data File 

• The files are named following the same 
convention as NPP RDR files (prefix CVIRS) 

• Up to 4 VIIRS granules per file 
• File-level metadata includes elements taken 

from both NPP RDR and SDR file types 
• Variables are organized into groups 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let’s look at the details about the VIIRS C-RDR Data file.  The files themselves are named following the same convention as NPP RDR files, with the prefix CVIRS.  Each file contains up to 4 VIIRS science granules.  The total time spanned by the granules in a file will never exceed the time for 4 contiguous granules.  Each file contains file-level metadata stored as attributes.  These attributes include NPP-specific metadata elements that don’t correspond to CF or ACDD elements.  Some of these are taken from the list of NPP SDR metadata elements.  In particular, we do rough geolocation on the granules, and include G-Ring, satellite location, and sun location elements.  The variables are organized into groups to help make it easier to locate measurements that fall into a particular category.  
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VIIRS C-RDR Data File Groups 

• Measurements are organized in groups 
– Engineering_Data 
– Image_375m 
– Image_750m_DualGain 
– Image_750m_SingleGain 
– Image_DayNight 
– Quality_Measures 
– Spacecraft_Diary 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let’s take a quick tour of the groups found in a VIIRS C-RDR Data file.  The measurements are organized into the groups you see here.
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Engineering_Data Group 

• 242 variables 
• 14-bit signed values converted to 16-bit 

signed values 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I won’t begin to try to list all of the variables found in the Engineering_Data group.  There are 242 of them.  Quite a few of these measurements are 14-bit signed integers, and these have been converted to 16-bit signed integers.
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Image_750m_DualGain Group 

• band(band) = M1 M2 M3 M4 M5 M7 M13 
• start_of_data(band, scan) 
• scan_terminus(band, scan) 
• earthview_band_control_word(band, scan) 
• calibview_band_control_word(band, scan) 
• earthview(band, line, pixel) 
• earthview_gain(band, line, pixel) 
• calibview(band, calib_source, line, cal_samples) 
• calibview_gain(band, calib_source, line, cal_samples) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let’s look at the contents of one of the image groups.  The variables in the Image_750m_DualGain group all organize their measurements by image band.  For this group the band IDs are M1, M2, M3, M4, M5, M7, and M13.  The group contains time and control state variables, earthview image and gain variables, and calibration image and gain variables.  The other image groups have similar features.
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Spacecraft_Diary_Group 

• bus_critical_packet_time 
• adcs_state 
• adcs_hk_packet_time 
• manuever_done 
• fixed_frame_table_target_id 
• ephemeris_valid_time 
• ephemeris_position 
• ephemeris_velocity 
• attitude_valid_time 
• control_frame_attitude_quaternion  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Spacecraft Diary group contains variables for measurements extracted from the Spacecraft Diary RDR granules that accompany the VIIRS Science RDR granules.  These measurements are needed for geolocation processing.
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VIIRS C-RDR SD File 

• The files are named following the same convention as 
NPP AUX files (prefix CVIRS-SD) 

• File name contains the aggregate effectivity start 
date/time 

• File-level metadata (CF, ACDD, and NPP-specific) 
• 39 groups – one for each included AUX file 
• Group-level metadata (NPP-specific) 
• One variable for each named AUX file data element 
• Variable-level attributes taken from the CDFCB-X Vol 8 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let’s move on now to look at the support data files.  The VIIRS C-RDR SD files are named following the same convention as the NPP AUX files.  The prefix used is CVIRS-SD.  Each file name contains the aggregate effectivity start date for the PC and LUT data contained within.  This is the latest effectivity start date from all the AUX files. The file-level metadata includes the aggregate effectivity start date and the NPP IDPS software version that the contents are compatible with.  The data within a file is organized into groups, with one group for each included AUX file, for a total of 39 groups.  Each group is annotated with attributes containing the full set of metadata elements associated with each original AUX file, as well as the NPP data item mnemonic.  Within a group, there is a variable for each named AUX file data element.  These correspond to the different members of the C struct that is used to access the contents of the binary blob AUX file.  Each variable is annotated with attributes that contain information about the variable taken from the CDFDB-X Vol 8.
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VIIRS C-RDR SD Groups 
VIIRS-SDR-BB-TEMP-COEFFS-LUT VIIRS-SDR-OBS-TO-PIXELS-LUT 

VIIRS-SDR-COEFF-A-LUT VIIRS-SDR-QA-LUT 

VIIRS-SDR-COEFF-B-LUT VIIRS-SDR-RADIOMETRIC-PARAM-LUT 

VIIRS-SDR-DELTA-C-LUT VIIRS-SDR-REFLECTIVE-LUT 

VIIRS-SDR-DG-ANOMALY-DN-LIMITS-LUT VIIRS-SDR-RSR-LUT 

VIIRS-SDR-DNB-C-COEFFS-LUT VIIRS-SDR-RTA-ER-LUT 

VIIRS-SDR-DNB-DN0-LUT VIIRS-SDR-RVF-LUT 

VIIRS-SDR-DNB-FRAME-TO-ZONE-LUT VIIRS-SDR-SOLAR-IRAD-LUT 

VIIRS-SDR-DNB-RVF-LUT VIIRS-SDR-TELE-COEFFS-LUT 

VIIRS-SDR-DNB-STRAY-LIGHT-LUT VIIRS-SOLAR-DIFF-AGG-LUT 

VIIRS-SDR-EBBT-LUT VIIRS-SOLAR-DIFF-PROC-COEFFS-LUT 

VIIRS-SDR-EMISSIVE-LUT VIIRS-SOLAR-DIFF-REFL-LUT 

VIIRS-SDR-F-LUT VIIRS-SOLAR-DIFF-ROT-MATRIX-LUT 

VIIRS-SDR-GAIN-LUT VIIRS-SOLAR-DIFF-RVF-LUT 

VIIRS-SDR-GEO-DNB-PARAM-LUT VIIRS-SOLAR-DIFF-SDSM-BRDF-LUT 

VIIRS-SDR-GEO-IMG-PARAM-LUT VIIRS-SOLAR-DIFF-SDSM-TIME-LUT 

VIIRS-SDR-GEO-MOD-PARAM-LUT VIIRS-SOLAR-DIFF-SDSM-TRANS-SCREEN-LUT 

VIIRS-SDR-HAM-ER-LUT VIIRS-SOLAR-DIFF-TRANS-SCREEN-LUT 

VIIRS-SDR-OBC-ER-LUT VIIRS-SOLAR-DIFF-VOLT-LUT 

VIIRS-SDR-OBC-RR-LUT 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here’s another eye-chart that lists the names of the groups found in each VIIRS C-RDR SD file.  If there are questions about the contents, we can come back to this.
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Operational Plan 

• Produce VIIRS C-RDR files from beginning of 
NPP mission 

• C-RDR Data files created as RDRs are acquired 
from CLASS 

• C-RDR SD files created as auxiliary files are 
acquired from CLASS 

• VIIRS C-RDR files will be available via the NCDC 
HDSS Access System (HAS) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So here is our operational plan for the VIIRS C-RDR.  We are going to produce VIIRS C-RDR files covering the entire operational span of the NPP mission.  We will start from the beginning, and once we catch up, we’ll create C-RDR Data files as they are acquired by subscription from CLASS (approx 6 hour delay).  The C-RDR SD files will be created starting from the beginning of the mission as well, with a new SD file created for each new AUX file released.  The C-RDR files will initially be stored in and available through the NCDC HDSS Access System (HAS).
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Validation Plan 

• Must be able to produce identical VIIRS SDRs 
using RDR and AUX files or using C-RDR files 

• Have validation apps that generate VIIRS 
verified RDRs, spacecraft diary RDRs, and VIIRS 
AUX files from C-RDR files 

• These files are compared with those 
generated using ADL applications 

• Each C-RDR file is validated 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In order to able to trust the quality of the C-RDRs, we have to validate them.  We must be able to produce identical VIIRS SDRs using VIIRS RDRs and AUX files, or using C-RDR files.  To this end, we have developed applications that generate VIIRS verified RDR files, Spacecraft Diary RDR files, and VIIRS AUX files from C-RDR files.  These files “unpacked” from C-RDR files can be used by ADL applications to produce VIIRS SDRs.  We are also able to use an ADL application to produce VIIRS verified RDRs.  We compare the files unpacked from a C-RDR file with the original files and/or files created directly from the same RDR files used to create the C-RDR, and if they are identical, then the C-RDR file is considered valid.  We plan to validate each C-RDR file as part of operational production.
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Raw VIIRS Image from C-RDR 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I threw this slide in here so that you had something more fun to look at than eye-charts and bullets.  This is an image that was made by reading dual-gain moderate resolution image bands 2, 4, and 5 from a 4-granule C-RDR file using the command-line h5dump utility and storing them into separate raw image files, then merging them using the command-line graphicsmagic utility and saving it as a JPEG file.  You can see dual-gain auto-ranging artifacts in the purple regions.  As you can see from this example, working with a VIIRS C-RDR file is easy.
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Sample Files Available 

• VIIRS C-RDR Data file 
• VIIRS C-RDR SD file 
• VIIRS C-RDR Product Specification document 

 
• Files available at 

ftp://ftp.ncdc.noaa.gov/pub/data/ViirsCrdrSample 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We had planned to be in full production by now, but we aren’t quite there yet.  We are in the testing phase of the project, and are producing C-RDR files on an ongoing basis, but we are not yet to the point of making them publicly available.  We expect to have our first official release within the next couple of months.  In the meantime, if you would like to have some sample files to examine, we have made them available at the ftp site shown here.  We have a VIIRS C-RDR Data file, a VIIRS C-RDR SD file, and the VIIRS C-RDR Product Specification document available for download.  The Product Specification document is accompanied by two XML files that specify the detailed contents of the C-RDR Data and SD files, and a stylesheet translator that will generate HTML files from the XML files.
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For more information: 

• Jim Biard – jim.biard@noaa.gov 
• Drew Saunders – drew.saunders@noaa.gov 
• Linda Copley – linda.copley@noaa.gov 

 
This work was supported by NOAA through the Cooperative Institute for 

Climate and Satellites - North Carolina under Cooperative Agreement 
NA09NES4400006 

This work is a project of the NOAA NCDC Climate Data Record Program 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If you’ve got questions, or would just like to contact us to talk about C-RDRs, you can contact me at this email address.  The other people currently working on this project are Linda Copley and Drew Saunders.  They’d be happy to talk to you as well.  Drew started out in charge of this project and is now the NCDC Operations Branch Chief, but he is still involved.
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